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ABSTRACT: 

 

This paper used ABCD model by Moon (2016), which is used to 

analyze the potential competitiveness of Korea’s strategy on Bitcoin and 

Blockchain technology. Bitcoin is a digital currency without physical form and 

transactions are possible through an exchange facility. Blockchain is internet 

based public transaction ledger which allows for operational saving, low 

transaction costs and open resources. Compare to Korea, United States and 

China have better endowment factors for Bitcoin and Blockchain such as 

regulation. What are the actions South Korea can take? 

 In this paper, we look at Bitcoin and Blockchain strategies among 

United State, China and South Korea in comprehensive aspect of ABCD model 

by Moon(2016), formatted Agility, Benchmarking, Convergence and Dedication. 

This will show how the three countries have developed these new technologies 

and industry and current trends. Based on ABCD Model, the result will show 

ways to find potential competitiveness business strategy. Furthermore, it will 

show what weak condition that South Korea is facing and how to solve it. 

Keywords: ABCD Model, Bitcoin, Blockchain, Fintech Competitiveness, South 

Korea, United State, China 

Student Number: 2014-24288  
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Chapter I: Introduction Fintech, Bitcoin and Blockchain  
 

Why is that news related to Fintech1 rapidly spiraled not only in South 

Korea, but all over the world? What exactly is Fintech? Why has this grabbed 

so much attention? Such questions come to mind. This can be categorized in 

three large sections. Firstly, IT skills have evolved to another level. Through 

steady wire and wireless network, the uncomfortable aspects have 

comparatively diminished due to the infrastructure build. Thanks to IT skills, 

finance services can be used wherever and whenever needed using the 

personalized device (mobile phone). Secondly, this is usable not only in our 

country but across the border as well. As everyone knows, each and every 

country have different regulations and environments. The following reason is 

because the currency and the value of it differ. Therefore, something such as a 

commission occurs. However, if Fintech is used whenever and wherever 

internationally, the commission fee is not required or relatively low2. This is why 

everyone's interest lead towards Fintech. Lastly, it is because the numerically 

existing credit currency is currently being used. Since the majority of people 

use a credit card or a debit card, this has become a more familiar item more 

than cash.  

                                          
1 Fintech is interaction of financial services and the technology. References: 
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/financial-services/publications/viewpoints/assets/pwc-fsi-
what-is-Fintech.pdf   
2 www.bipesa.co/  
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For Fintech, as internet and mobile technology develops, it allows for 

the rapid progression of mobile finance, allowing people to have easy access 

to financial services at any point in time. An important point here is that for 

instance, if we are able to save 30 mins (5%) from our daily life consisting of 10 

hours except those which we spend for sleeping and eating, in the case of 

Korea which has an operating margin of less than 10%, it is worth considering. 

Silicon Valley, New York, Manhattan, Bank of London are already investing in 

Fintech and are also running an innovation lab. In the case of the Deutsche 

Bank, it has already started more 500 investments. (Skan et al 2014)  

Bitcoin refers to a digital currency without an issuing body. It has been 

developed mainly to present an alternative to the conventional method of the 

Central Bank, which through its control has prevented certain things from 

happening. And another key point worth noting is that the business function of 

the Bitcoin has already been activated around the world. Bitcoin transactions 

are possible through an exchange facility, and it has a similar concept to stocks, 

where one is able to buy and sell Bitcoins and its value has the potential either 

rise or fall.(Grandi Faisal 2014) 

Blockchain is the key of the digital currencies. It is a chain of 

consecutive blocks. The block contains transaction details that have been 

confirmed for a certain period of time. It is the user to decide what transaction 

to put in the block. Every user has a copy of the Blockchain. Only the 
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transaction details that a majority of users agree on are admit and bound into 

blocks to be kept permanently. The newly created block is added after the 

Blockchain created above. This process is repeated at regular intervals. This 

technology can be used not only in finance industry but also other industries.  

South Korea, as the majority of the world is at last grasping digital 

currencies, Bitcoin and Blockchain are setting down deep roots. This has seen 

to it that key financial partners in South Korean make the following legitimate 

stride towards ensuring that there is no mischief originated from the utilization 

of digital currencies and Bitcoin in South Korea. South Korea is one of the 

active investors in fin-tech technologies such as mobile payments (Burlacu, 

2015). Furthermore, South Korea had Bitcoin ATMs when it first came out 

(Coindesk B., 2014). South Korea can extend economic growth by using the 

Bitcoin based fin-tech technologies in the future.  

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency standards are new sorts of cash and 

trade organizes that are better in about each route than state-controlled fiat 

cash. Cryptographic forms of money by their extremely nature are political on 

the grounds that no single government can control them. They go about as an 

unequivocal type of riches for the individual alone, that no state can seize. Not 

at all like every single can’t other type of riches that can be seized from the 

individual, digital currencies due to the cryptography that they are expanded on 

top of.  
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From what I have reviewed some key concepts and the idea of Bitcoin. 

I will move onto details on digital currency, fin-tech, Bitcoin, Blockchain and 

other countries cases by using ABCD Model. Lastly, what kind of problems that 

South Korea is facing right now and how South Korea is going to solve it.  
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Chapter II: Literature review 
 

1. Background of Digital currency Blockchain and Bitcoin 

When the internet started to globalize, the idea of digital currency was 

introduced. One of the very first idea is E-gold3. A founder of E-gold, Douglas 

Jackson, managed over 5 million users from 1996 to 2009. Merchants was one 

of the main user of this system, because E-gold allowed users to make instant 

transfer of value to another E-gold account. However, E-gold faced a dramatic 

downfall, when it became the prey of criminals and hackers. (Poulsen 2015)  

Web-Money 4was created in 1998. Except for those decentralization a 

                                          
3 E-Gold is the first electronic currency that unleashes those possibility about overall e-
commerce. This transaction is based on gold. When you open your account, you are 
really purchasing an amount of gold. In the event that the value changes, the incentive 
in your record changes. The idea of advanced cash began while the web was all the 
while getting up to speed with most parts of the world. E-gold is one such case. Begun 
in 1996 by an oncologist named Douglas Jackson, a legal counselor figured out how to 
have more than 5 million client accounts by 2009. E-gold developed so huge, that even 
traders had begun tolerating it. The advanced cash was sponsored by gold and it 
ended up being an exceptionally fruitful wander until the point when it entered the top 
rundown of hoodlums and programmers. 
Reference: http://www.financial-spread-betting.com/E-gold.html  
4 Web-Money can be simplified as a multi-currency solution which mainly focused with 
peer to peer payment system, internet transaction platforms and others. WebMoney 
was begun in 1998. With the exception of the decentralization part WebMoney is a 
type of computerized money for all reasonable purposes. The Moscow based 
organization offers an extensive variety of money related administrations including 
shared installment arrangements, vendor administrations, web based charging and 
installments and even web based exchanging stages. WebMoney turned into the 
following best thing after e-gold and pulled in numerous clients, both great and terrible 
from e-gold once it was shut down. Notwithstanding, WebMoney rolled out 
improvements to its administrations not long after that to keep its use for unlawful 
exercises. WebMoney presently underpins various universal monetary standards 
including GBP, USD, Russian Rubles and even Bitcoin.  
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component Web-Money is a type of digital currency for all viable purposes. 

Web-Money turned into the following best thing after E-Gold and pulled in 

numerous clients, in both good and bad from E-Gold once it was shut down.. 

(Mullan 2016)  

After Web-Money, Perfect money 5was created in 2007. Clients from 

Liberty Reserve 6overwhelmed Perfect Money after the previous was closed 

around controllers. Perfect Money had additionally offers administrations like 

that of Freedom Reserve 7sans the absence of confirmation. On the other 

                                                                                                              
References: Mullan, P. Carl. A history of digital currency in the United States. New 
technology in an unregulated market. Palgrave MacMillan, 2017.. 

5 Perfect-Money is a digital currency platform works with numerous monetary 
standards including USD, EUR, GBP, BTC and more. 
6 Liberty Reserve enabled clients to make accounts on the stage and exchange cash 
to anybody without any verifications Client records were not checked and clients 
likewise had a choice to shroud their Liberty Reserve account data from those whom 
they are transmitting money to. Liberty Reserve was compelled to close around 
experts from different nations and its promoters imprisoned for tax evasion and 
supporting illicit exercises. By May 2013, the stage was closed around administrative 
specialists. 
Reference: Digital laundry : an analysis of online currencies, and their use in 
cybercrime. (2013). United States: McAfee. 

7 Freedom Reserve can be taken as a messed up endeavor towards making a brought 
together unknown cash exchange business. It enabled clients to make accounts on the 
stage and exchange cash to anybody with no confirmation. Client accounts were not 
confirmed and clients additionally had a choice to shroud their Liberty Reserve account 
data from those whom they are transmitting cash to. Notwithstanding, not surprisingly it 
turned into the most supported place for cybercriminals and the legislature didn't care 
for it. Freedom Reserve was compelled to close around specialists from numerous 
nations and its promoters imprisoned for tax evasion and supporting illicit exercises. By 
May 2013, the stage was closed around administrative experts.  
Reference: Digital laundry : an analysis of online currencies, and their use in 
cybercrime. (2013). United States: McAfee 
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hand, Perfect Money is not accessible in the United States and for United 

States Citizens found anyplace. (Samani 2013) 

Lastly, Bitcoin was presented in 2009 as attempting decentralized 

digital currency platform. Dissimilar to the various digital currencies standards 

previously, Bitcoin has preferences as its decentralized nature which leaves 

the entire stage responsible for a substantially bigger group than an individual 

or enterprise. Bitcoin appears to have hit the correct harmony, fulfilling every 

one of the misgivings about digital currency that have been worked over years 

of involvement with unified, exclusive digital currency platform. Taking after the 

fame of Bitcoin, there are new computerized monetary standards that have 

come up, including national monetary standards.  

Figure 1. Blockchain Process 
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Blockchain technology can do cost saving in finance industry: 

capability to replace the middleman (operational savings, low transaction costs 

and fees). It can deliver fast so it can bring time effectiveness. Also, sharing in 

information can take transparency position like benefits in tax, compliance, 

reconciliation, reporting and data sharing functions. One of the best part of 

Blockchain is that never deleted in both authentic and reliable.  

 

Figure 2. How Bitcoin transaction works 

 

As figure 2 shows, the point when you send Bitcoin, single 

information (Data) structure, in particular a Bitcoin transaction is made 
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by your wallet 8client and then broadcast to the meshing. Bitcoin hubs 

on the system will transfer and rebroadcast the transaction (peer to 

peer9). What's more assuming that the transaction may be valid, nodes 

will create the new block they are mining. It takes around 

10~20minuntes to build up the new block in the Blockchain. At the 

same time when the block has created, other people are available to 

see the transaction records. (Cryptocoins, 2016) 

Designers and service providers must concentrate on a 

diverse range of components such as the physical interface through 

innovative prototyping techniques, conversing in real-time and acting 

out ideas in real life before determining their effects. Planning, 

management and evaluation of the fundamental implementations and 

information platform will be an ongoing battle. 

                                          
8 Bitcoin wallet is an accumulation of private keys but may likewise to clients 
programming used to deal with those keys and to make transaction on Bitcoin network.  
Reference: Bitcoin wiki 
9 Peer to peer transaction: peer to peer can be explained as Bitcoin network. Bitcoin 
clients send and get Bitcoins by communicating digitally marked messages to the 
system utilizing Bitcoin wallet programming. Transactions are recorded into a 
appropriated, recreated open database known as the Blockchain, with accord 
accomplished by a proof of work system called mining. This system requires negligible 
structure to share transaction. Messages are communicated on a best exertion 
premise, and nodes can leave and rejoin the system voluntarily. Upon the reconnection, 
a node downloads and check new squares from different nobs to finish its 
neighborhood duplicate of the Blockchain  
Reference: Nakamoto 2008 
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Retailers must bear social media with a vigorous plan to 

promote products and services in online settings in order to 

accomplish offline sales. For example, digital coupons can be 

incorporated into offline points of sales (POS) and mobile payments 

through external QR codes. 
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2. Current Fintech application: Online to Offline 
System 

As Fintech(Bitcoin) developed, a new service referred to as ‘O2O’ 

(online to offline/offline to online) has been created. In short, it refers to the 

service the builds connections between online and offline services. For 

example, the sharing of information regarding a person’s location through 

his/her smartphone, the different offerings available for the customer in nearby 

service and product providers based on the customer’s current location. 

The start of O2O services can be rooted to the development of 

smartphone and mobile technology. When taking a look at the IITP (Institute 

for information Technology Promotion Center)’s latest ‘O2O Trend Report’, one 

can see that O2O service is provide great convenience for both the consumer 

and firms. In the case of customers, they feel great satisfaction at all the in-

store discounts and guides that they continuously receive; and whereas for 

businesses, they are satisfied due to all the promotion that is generated, 

followed by the resulting increased sales and reduced costs.     

Through this service, businesses are able to identify how often 

people visit their stores, which items are popular, and so on, helping 

collect information and build a powerful data bank which could help in 

better orienting their marketing strategies.  
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Consumer’s attitudes towards digital services are gradually 

evolving and cases such as online banking are mature enough to no 

longer be considered as an alternative or growing industry, as 

consumers acknowledge its value and benefits, having become a 

necessity in today’s world economy. A benefit of this trend is that it 

reflects the level of comfort people have with online interactions, giving 

room for innovators to develop more enhanced services.10  

Mobile data carriers such as tablet based computing devices, 

smartphones, and e-books have merged with cloud based services to 

accommodate better user experiences and ground-breaking service models. 

The O2O service model provides an abundantly productive ground in which 

customers and future customers can interact with service providers in a wide 

range of mobile information platforms, both online and offline. 

Current situation of international and domestic O2O (Online to Offline) services   

 Apple’s iBeacon' 

                                          
10 Key success drivers for any kind of new digital service include (1) user experience, 

(2) convenience, and (3) clear value proposition. Today, wearables such as bracelets, 

home appliances and cars have the potential and are well on their way to provide new 

means of communication and interaction.   
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 iBeacon uses Bluetooth to transfer data within a 70m radius. 

And also, for apple users, everytime they walk pass an apple 

store, they are able to receive information about the store and 

any coupons or discount promotions that might be happening, 

and any transaction can occur automatically without the need 

to input any credit card details.  

 SK planet’s 'Syrup' 

 It is very similar to iBeacon. By using Bluetooth, one is able to 

obtain up-to-date information of surrounding store’s product 

details. Also, for SK user, it automatically offers discounts and 

membership services, saving time for customers as they do 

not have to look up for discount coupons or vouchers 

themselves. Currenly they are working together with iBeacon 

to allow for payments to occur at the same time; however, at 

this point only coffee orders are possible.  

 Daum Kakao’s ‘Kakaotaxi’   

 Kakaotaxi is an application used by different age groups, and 

reflect O2O technology.  
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Chatper III: ABCD Model: United States, China, South Korea 
US case study 
 

1. What is the ABCD Model 

This ABCD Model is a helpful, especially to comprehend countries or 

firms that show better result than relative circumstances comparative 

advantages. The ABCD model has four key characteristics determining 

competitiveness of firms or nations, each consisting of two sub factors: Agility 

(Speed and Precision), Benchmarking (Learning and Best Proactive) 

Convergence (Mixing and Synergy Creation), and Dedication (Diligence and 

Goal Orientation)  

Agility- Speed and Precision: Quickly identifying social 

opportunities and addressing the problems promptly and 

accurately.  

Benchmarking- Learning and Best Proactive: Identifying the 

core competences and applying them to create best practices 

throughout the firm’s global value chain 

Convergence- Mixing and Synergy Creation: Enabling cluster 

development for mutual benefits and establishing efficient 

synergies creating a positive feedback cycle 
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Dedication- Diligence and Goal Orientation: Dedication to 

mutual growth and long-term productivity and profit 

maximization, for best business opportunities and social 

benefits. Clear goal of long term sustainable growth creates a 

win-win environment.  

 

2. United State ABCD Model 

Due to political system and branch of liberalism which advocate 

common freedoms under the law with an accentuation of financial flexibility, 

United States government is open to Blockchain Tehcnology and Bitcoin.   

Table 1. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Bitcoin 
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Agility: Speed and High Precision  

 Simply, this is saying that Bitcoin will take the lead in new transaction 

payment system in e commerce market in United States. Furthermore, The US 

remains especially worried that Bitcoin will posture added difficulties to battling 

psychological warfare. The trading of cash by means of the Bitcoin organize 

supposedly attracts cybercriminals which makes the identification of unlawful 

subsidizing troublesome. (Kleiman 2013)  

The difficulties Bitcoin postures for the US are much the same as the 

instance of A&M Record’s v Napster Inc, where Napster clients exploited a 

decentralized system of clients to spread illicit, copyrighted works. The court 

rapidly shutdown the site and discovered Napster subject for contributory and 

vicarious encroachment as for A&M Records copyrights, an auxiliary of 

Universal Music Group.  The case was crucial on the grounds that it was the 

first run through copyright law was connected to peer-to peer (P2P) document 

sharing administrations fundamentally. The shared administration required 

certain downloadable programming and access to a system that is like getting 

to Bitcoin's virtual wallet and address. 11(9th Circuit 2001). 

                                          
11 Despite the fact that music and document sharing administrations have now used 
the decentralized framework post-Napster, an extensive crackdown resulted and the 
most appalling copyright encroaches have been arraigned. Official statements were 
likewise issued to discourage illicit conduct. A comparative approach could be 
executed for Bitcoin by exploring mediators that encourage Bitcoin installment 
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The administrative scene in the United States for virtual money and 

Blockchain innovation is more characterized than any other time in recent 

memory in 2017. As of January first, 2017, there are currently 13 states with 

unmistakably characterized positions and additionally controls as to the 

Blockchain and advanced cash industry.  All others remain a hazy area except 

for South Carolina and Montana, both of which have no Money Transmission 

laws. New Mexico is no longer in that class and in certainty present direction 

successful January first, 2017 confining the action drawn in with virtual money.  

There's 15 states add up to (some hazy areas of worry) to know about, 5 of 

which are great and 10 that are most certainly not. The other 37 state/regions 

are hazy areas as of now. More or less, New York, New Hampshire, 

Connecticut, Hawaii, Georgia, North Carolina, Washington, and New Mexico 

have directions not positive to virtual cash and ought to be evaded or tended to. 

Consequently, United State regulated in 2017 related to Bitcoin and Blockchain 

for the first time. (State Regulation 2017)  

Benchmarking: Learning and Best Practice 

                                                                                                              
exchanges and trades in spite of the nonappearance of a focal specialist. In any case, 
with the end goal for this to be practical, the US needs to build up agreement on what 
constitutes a decentralized virtual money. An unmistakable definition ought to be 
developed keeping in mind the end goal to uphold the boycott through one of the 
elected agencies. In the between time, the US government has expressed those 
participating in Bitcoin exchanges must consent to the US Bank Secrecy Act, 1970 
(BSA)the nation's hostile to tax evasion enactment. Like Canada's FINTRAC 
enrollment prerequisites, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) has 
issued an interpretive direction, elucidating the materialness of the BSA to cash 
administrations organizations. (US Treasury Department, 2013) 
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After facing many problems that has been shown above, they have 

created another new cryptocurrency which solved some problems that Bitcoin 

had in a previous. Ethereum is the biggest and most entrenched, open-ended 

decentralized programming stage that empowers Smart Contracts and 

Distributed Applications to be manufactured and keep running with no 

downtime, extortion, control or obstruction from an outsider. Ethereum is a 

stage as well as a programming dialect (Turing complete) running on a 

Blockchain, helping engineers to assemble and distribute appropriated 

applications. (Wiki) Ethereum is not the same as Bitcoin in that it takes into 

consideration Smart-contracts 12 which can be depicted as profoundly 

programmable advanced cash. Think about the various applications that go 

about as an outsider to associate you with others in light of some set rationale, 

for example, Airbnb, Ebay, Amazon and others. A considerable lot of the 

concentrated frameworks we utilize today could be worked in a decentralized 

way on Ethereum. With Ethereum you can make these exchanges trust less 

which opens up a whole universe of decentralized applications. 

Decentralization is imperative since it takes out single purposes of 

                                          
12 Smart Contracts enable you to trade cash, property, offers, or anything of significant 
worth in a straightforward, clash freeway, while maintaining a strategic distance from 
the administrations of a broker. The most ideal approach to depict shrewd contracts is 
to contrast the innovation with a candy machine. Conventionally, you would go to an 
attorney or a legal official, pay them, and hold up while you get the record. With keen 
contracts, you basically drop a Bitcoin into the candy machine (i.e. record), and your 
escrow, driver's permit, or whatever drops into your record. All the more in this way, 
keen contracts not just characterize the principles and punishments around an 
assertion similarly that a customary contract does, additionally consequently implement 
those commitments (Wiki) 
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disappointment or control. This makes inside arrangement and outside 

assaults illogical. Decentralized stages removed the mediators which at last 

prompts bring down expenses for the client. There are a couple of 

decentralized applications I am especially amped up for. (Briatore, 2016)  

Figure 3. How Smart Contract Works 

Convergence: Mixing and Synergy Creation 

United States have established R3 CEV consortium building up its 

thought on the Blockchain (permissioned Blockchain) and the fundamental 

appropriated record idea. This stage, named Corda13, has been worked on 

                                          
13 framework that banks use to share certainties and make one "truth" condition of the 
framework. On account of the distinctions in discernment, there must be compromise 
in the left case. This implies on the off chance that one of the gatherings includes a 
record, there is a period delay for compromise before the other party can affirm this 
record. In a run of the mill case of our managing an account framework, the second 
case applies (Nagel, 2017) 
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account of the budgetary business' unique circumstance, handling a portion of 

the issues that the first Blockchain would posture when executed in this 

industry. It's not hard to envision why such a variety of banks, drawn in by the 

dread of being crashed into annihilation, are running towards the Blockchain 

and Blockchain-like frameworks. R3CEV was reputed to be under weight and 

at danger of going into disrepair, because of a few major players leaving the 

consortium in 2016 in light of the association's deficit in meeting its financing 

objectives. (Nagel, 2017) 

Furthermore, United State is trying to adopt Blockchain Technology to 

Healthcare Industry too. IBM, Google, as well as various companies and 

organizations in the United States is increasingly trying to combine Blockchains 

in the healthcare field. In terms of data storage and sharing, Innovative 

healthcare solutions can be success when medical researcher or healthcare 

provider see over all view excess. But in this moment patient is not easy to 

excess the health information or to share with medical researcher or healthcare 

provider. If the patient has the opportunity to share data securely through 

research purposes or through a healthcare provider, the healthcare sector will 

have the opportunity to innovate. The Blockchain technology has recently 

created a health market with technology to realize technological innovation 

(IBM, 2017)  

IBM and the FDA have supported critical use cases to exchange 
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information on a variety of data types, including clinical trials and actual 

evidence data, and have decided to explore ways in which the block-chain 

framework can potentially benefit public health. If the data were to be 

integrated across the medical ecosystem, it could potentially lead to new 

medical discoveries by presenting new insights. (IBM, 2017)  

Dedication: Diligence and Goal Orientation  

 United States Bitlicense was established to make this Blockchain 

related businesses are under control of government. The controls characterize 

virtual currency business movement as any of accompanying sorts of 

ecerxices:  

1. Accepting virtual money for Transmission or Transmitting virtual 

Currency, aside from where the exchange is attempted for non-

monetary purposes and does not include the exchange of more 

than an ostensible measure of virtual cash;  

2. Putting away, holding, or keeping up guardianship or control of 

virtual cash in the interest of others;  

3. Purchasing and offering virtual cash as a client business;  

4. Performing Exchange Services as a client business, or;  

5. Controlling, overseeing, or issuing a virtual money. 

In any case, the 2 following exercises are avoided from the meaning of 
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virtual money business movement:  

1. Advancement and dispersal of programming all by itself;  

2. Traders and buyers that use virtual money exclusively for the buy 

or offer of merchandise or benefits or for speculation purposes14  

Furthermore, United States Federal Reserve announced that they will 

issue its own cryptographic money as well as ensure Americans utilize it.  

 

3. China ABCD Model 

Agility: Speed and High Precision  

Figure 4. Bitcoin Circulation 

As a matter of fact, Bitcoin financial specialists in China speak to a, 

                                          
14 References: Regulations of the Superintendent of Financial Services, par 200: 

Virtual Currencies by Department of Financial Services, April 13, 2016.  
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"little piece of the population." While educated excavators in part represent 

China's Bitcoin activity, two sorts of speculators are additionally adding to high 

exchange volumes, as per one surely understood Chinese Bitcoin people 

group part. From one perspective, there are around 50 people who, out of 

enthusiasm for fund and IT, purchased a lot of Bitcoin in 2011 when the cost 

was beneath $2 per Bitcoin. (Ma, 2013) Some of these people moved toward 

becoming Bitcoin tycoons, including noticeable Chinese Bitcoin advocate Li 

Xiaolai. On the other hand, exchanges are likewise led by "pioneering financial 

specialists who have no ideological binds to Bitcoin and whose specialized 

comprehension of the cash is fluffy, best case scenario." (Ma, 2013) 

Strategically, these speculators endeavor to purchase and offer rapidly keeping 

in mind the end goal to exploit Bitcoin's high unpredictability.  

There is a huge number of components having an effect on everything 

here except the most essential one is that by far most of the world's Bitcoin 

exchanging volume and mining power are gathered in China. Bitcoin, as an 

innovation, was intended to work in a decentralized way. That implies that no 

single focus of specialist ought to have the capacity to settle on choices in the 

interest of all clients of the system. Be that as it may, the estimation of "the 

most majority rule type of cash" is by all accounts too intensely affected by the 

activities of only one Central Bank (Marshall, 2017) 

The appropriate response is that in spite of being romanticized as a 
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progressive and free innovation, Bitcoin needs to work in a certifiable situation. 

What's more, for China’s situation, actually the dominant part of Bitcoin 

exchanging, evaluated from 50 percent to 98 percent, and mining, purportedly 

between 50 percent and 70 percent, happens in China. Additionally, vital is the 

way that Bitcoin is utilized as a vehicle for capital flight out of China15. Savers 

and financial specialists much of the time utilize the cryptographic money as an 

option holding resource against a debilitating Yuan. This makes any minor 

piece of administrative obstruction send real swells over the system. (Marshall, 

2017) There is likewise a view that Bitcoin exchanging China is profoundly 

theoretical by nature.  

There are a few purposes behind that. It is accounted for that a great 

deal of merchants are inclined to going out on a limb and some don't know how 

Bitcoin functions, so they neglect the political and innovative ramifications of 

the digital currency and just utilize it as a methods for venture. There is 

additionally confirmation of a noteworthy negative connection 16  Yuan and 

                                          
15 Bitcoin's expanding prevalence will probably just have profited from Chinese 
specialists' most recent stratagem to prop up the yuan. Prior this month, the nation's 
controller, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange, brought down the edge for 
"verifying" exchanges traveling to another country from $50 mln to $5 mln. (Suberg, W. 
2016) 
 
16 Financing operations might be finished by these Chinese trades ensuing to the 
PBOC activity. Reuters has said that OKCoin and Huobi have affirmed that they had 
quit offering edge credits, including that, "Both did not react to inquiries on whether 
they had gotten official notification from the PBOC." More stressing is the Chinese 
Financial Information supplier Hexun who expressed in a report that the PBOC 
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Bitcoin costs. (Marshall, 2017) 

Benchmarking: Learning and Best Practice 

China’s government is currently trying to control general Blockchain 

and Bitcoin market so that they are trying to introduce regulations. China’s 

government is more aggresive than both United State and South Korea. 

ChinaLedger. China’s biggest bitcoin mining company does not want to 

depend on Europe or United States’ regulation on this cryptocurrency. 

Moreover, to contain R3 CEV, they are gathering Blockchain companies from 

‘Wanxiang Group’. 

Wanxiang Group, an aggregate with car, land and money related 

administrations possessions, reported the dispatch of WanCloud, another 

Blockchain item under its Wanxiang Blockchain Enterprise auxiliary in 

Shanghai. WanCloud gives an environment to open-source Blockchain 

conventions to be limited and made effortlessly available to the Chinese 

improvement group and endeavor clients. Introductory Blockchain conventions 

incorporated into the environment and upheld by WanCloud's foundation of 

designers and experts are BlockApps , Factom and Stellar . Some portion of 

Wanxiang's expressed objective is to drive the headway of China's Blockchain 

                                                                                                              
examination found these trades "not as per the arrangements of the foundation of a 
sound hostile to illegal tax avoidance interior control framework." (Dhaliwal, S 2017) 
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biological community of designers, new businesses and endeavors. WanCloud 

platform is going about as a scaffold between the propelled techs gave by U.S. 

substances and the gigantic market of potential clients in China (Riggins 2017) 

Convergence: Mixing and Synergy Creation 

85% of all trades situated in Asia-Pacific don't have a permit, while 78% 

of North American-based trades hold a formal government permit or 

authorization. 47% what's more, 43% of European and Latin American-based 

trades, respectively, hold a permit too. Notwithstanding, not having a formal 

permit does not really imply that the trades are not managed, as seems, by all 

accounts, to be the situation now with a large portion of the China-based 

trades. (Hileman & Rauchs 2017) 

Figure 5. More than half of small exchanges hold a government license 

compared to only 35% of large exchanges 

 

GLOBAL 
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CRYPTOCURRENCY BENCHMARKING STUDY 2017 

Discoveries demonstrate that while little and extensive trades rate 

certain elements roughly comparably, there are considerable contrasts as to 

different elements. For the most part, little trades tend to rate dangers higher 

than substantial trades. The most elevated hazard considers for little trades 

and second most astounding danger calculate for huge trades are security 

ruptures that could result in lost assets. One battling that emerges is that huge 

trades rate challenges acted by control as a rule like representing the most 

noteworthy hazard to their operations – an element that is evaluated bring 

down by little trades. (Hileman & Rauchs 2017) Currently, China is only 

focusing on its finance industry only to become stronger than others in 

Blockchain or Bitcoin.   

Dedication: Diligence and Goal Orientation 

SinoHash is a Bitcoin mining office situated in China. Like other mining 

offices, it produces income in Bitcoin by running a lot of committed figuring 

gear that expends a lot of power — one megawatt for our situation. In the 

Bitcoin framework, mining serves the capacity of securing the system against 

fake exchanges and mineworkers are remunerated for contributing this utility. 

(Goldkorn 2017) 
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In 2014, as China had proposed regulations for Bitcoin, it suffered 

through a slump at the same time. From this we can deduce that although 

many believe that Bitcoin goes against national regulations, if it has the power 

to make an impact in the country’s economy, we can now expect that most 

countries will embark on the regulation of Bitcoin. However, as it cannot be 

easily regulated, legal problems arise. If Digital currencies, such as the Bitcoin 

which do not have an issuing body in place, will encounter a hard time trying to 

recover from any potential accident that may have occurred as it will be hard to 

find someone that will take responsibility and compensate for any resulting 

losses. Also, since it’s a programmed currency, many are afraid for any 

possible hacking that might occur. Furthermore, people with the wrong 

intentions could take advantage of the anonymous nature of Bitcoin transaction 

in order to use it for tax evasion, money laundering, drug trafficking, and so on, 

which are considered a crime. Therefore, it is through technologies and 

developments such as this that our standards change and evolve.   

Consequently, China’s three major Bitcoin exchangers, BTCC, Houbi 

and Okcoin, are still facing the laws and regulations.  
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4. Korea ABCD Model 

Agility: Speed and High Precision 

The current Bitcoin cost on the Korean Korbit trade is very engaging for 

brokers. With the esteem per BTC over US$2,000 higher contrasted with 

whatever is left of the world, this is a brilliant open door for individuals to exploit. 

Notwithstanding, the charm of profiting rapidly accompanies admonitions too. 

For one thing, the neighborhood law obliges clients to have a service 

charge connected to a Korean address. Moreover, Korbit will require the ID 

card number, a bank name, and the record number you plan to utilize. It is the 

residency verification of ID that is most hard to get. This additionally keeps 

outsiders in Korea from setting up a record and takes full preferred standpoint 

of the arbitrage openings.17 It is clear the entire world is watching out for the 

Bitcoin advertise, and new arbitrage openings are not too far off. Sadly, one 

can't exploit every one of them with hardly a pause in between, which might be 

something to be thankful for too. Things are searching brilliant for Bitcoin as we 

wander into 2017, yet it stays indistinct if this pattern will proceed. Bitcoin gives 

an awesome chance to Korean Fintech organizations to contend in the 

                                          
 
17 Be that as it may, the arbitrage opportunity is just a single some portion of the 
greater story. It is vague why this crevice exists in any case, in spite of the fact that it 
appears to be sheltered to accept this is because of lower market liquidity. Hypothesis 
indications at certain rich people purchasing up Bitcoin at whatever point they can, 
driving the normal cost higher subsequently. These gossipy tidbits are hypothesis until 
further notice, however, and ought to be brought with a grain of salt. 
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worldwide market without the inconvenience of being kept down by Korea's 

nearby cash. It appears like the Korean government perceives this and is 

hoping to bolster Korean Bitcoin organizations wandering into the worldwide 

market .(Helms, 2017)’ 

Benchmarking: Learning and Best Practice 

In the course of recent years, many driving monetary establishments 

and banks on the planet joined R3CEV. In Korea, KEB and Shinhan Bnak 

currently involved in. Bank. By advertise top and across the country study on 

consumer loyalty and market infiltration, Shinhan is the biggest and most 

persuasive bank in the nation, alongside KEB Hana Bank. Furthermore, LG is 

the main hardware and data innovation aggregate in South Korea to join the 

R3 Consortium and concentrate on creating Blockchain innovation based 

money related applications. (Young, 2017)  

On the other hand, Bank of Korea announced that “The rise of 

cryptocurrencies could have a significant impact on our monetary system as 

they are privately issued currencies, thus not regulated by central banks,” 

customary fiat frameworks can exist together with secretly issued 

computerized monetary forms like Bitcoin. The paper reports that the 

connection between the utilization of fiat money and that of computerized cash 

request can change with cost fluctuations. (Redman, 2017) 
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Asian organizations have as of late joined the temporary fad. Swell 

Lab Inc., a Blockchain-supported monetary installment arrangement startup 

situated in the United States, as of late established a joint wander SBI Ripple 

Asia together with Japan-based money related aggregate SMB Holdings Inc. to 

make progress into the Asian market. Another Japan's budgetary goliath 

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (MUFG) is building up its own particular 

computerized cash MUFG in light of Blockchain innovation.  

Real business banks in Korea are additionally stepping into the virtual 

money related exchange showcase by teaming up with Fintech organizations 

having some expertise in Blockchain innovation. KB Financial Group set up 1.5 

billion won ($1.3 million) for nearby Bitcoin and Blockchain innovation wander 

Coinplug Inc., and Shinhan Bank put resources into Blockchain-based money 

related arrangement supplier Streami Inc. shares worth 500 million won. (Jung, 

2016) 

Convergence: Mixing and Synergy Creation 

When we look into online gaming market, Multi-player internet 

diversions have claim virtual monetary forms. These amusement monetary 

forms are like other virtual monetary forms like Bitcoin, in that both of the 

monetary forms are made and overseen by non-government substances. 

Rivalries in multi-player web based diversions normally framed markets that 

trades amusement cash with genuine money. These business sectors have 
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liquidity and effectiveness practically identical to that of US real stock trades 

and the business sectors firmly associates virtual economies with genuine 

economies. With the business sectors, amusement monetary standards have a 

bigger potential than other virtual monetary standards to substitute some of 

genuine monetary standards' part as a technique for exchange. (Kim 2013)  

Korea Digital Currency “BOScoin” has launched in February 2017. 

While few points of interest are known, BOScoin will be fueled and maintained 

by a cutting edge brilliant contract arrangement with a 'surmising motor' 

(inexactly deciphered). This motor is the center programming and code that 

enables a machine or client to interpret the agreement, instead of existing 

savvy contracts written in program-level code which can demonstrate difficult 

to comprehend for generally clients. Basically, the engineers appear to go for 

an increasingly direct Blockchain. (Das 2016) 

 Even in Health Care industry, At the end of 2016, the Korea Block-

Chain Academy. And TF established which is participate the Financial Services 

Commission, but discussions on related laws are just beginning. 

 Currently, the Korean Medical Information System (HIS) has a 

medical treatment system (EMR). HIS includes housekeeping management, 

general management, prescription delivery, inspection and treatment support 

management, management information management, image storage and 
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delivery, and EMR. EMR is a system for storing clinical medical information into 

the computer and make it database. 

 

Dedication: Diligence and Goal Orientation 

 

Figure 6. Bitcoin treatment - government perspective 

 

 

According to article about Korean government regulation has not kept 

pace with the headway of Blockchain technology, main technology of Bitcoin, 

integration in Korean private sector (Chung, 2015). This system will be 

expected to manage the advancement, integration and execution of Blockchain 

technology in Korea’s financial industry. By giving an arrangement of 

administrative and authoritative consistence benchmarks Korean government 
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will have the capacity to influence the advancement and utilization of the 

innovation ideal from the plan organize. Subsequently, having administrative 

contribution from the starting will improve innovation configuration to make it 

good with administrative necessities. Other than the prerequisite for formation 

of an administrative structure to control Blockchain innovation's improvement, 

modification and reinterpretation of existing Korean monetary directions and 

enactment will likewise require. Money related instruments get treated in view 

of presence of loss of primary hazard. Under Blockchain innovation, as central 

and security are traded through definite settlement exchange in close constant, 

speculation chance related with loss of primary is extensively low.Furthermore, 

government is worrying about interaction between Korea’s current Finance 

industry and Cryptocurrencies.   

Furthermore, Hana Financial Group will turn into the principal Korean 

budgetary establishment to participate in the R3 CEV extend, a consortium of 

money related foundations in innovative work of Blockchain utilization in the 

monetary framework. R3 CEV is a wander shaped in September a year ago to 

study and execute the innovation supporting Bitcoin in genuine real monetary 

exchanges, and as of now is taken an interest by money related firms over the 

world including Citigroup Inc., Bank of America Corp., JPMorgan Chase and 

Co., Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Morgan Stanley and UBS AG. (Jung, 2016) 
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Therefore, under a new Blockchain technology based financial market 

infrastructure, key regulations, legislation and definitions may need to be 

revisited and revised. 
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Table 2. Comparison of Variable of United State, China and South Korea by applying ABCD model 

Components Sub-Factors United States China South Korea 

Agility Speed 

Positive with investing in both 
Blockchain and Bitcoin a lot. .  
Become a top global leader in 
Blockchain Industry 

Positive with in investing in 
Blockchain but not in Bitcoin. 

Positive with in investing in 
Blockchain but not in Bitcoin 

 Precision 
Created R3 CEV consortium: 
global major banks are 
standardising Blockchain  

Created Wancloud : environment 
to open-source Blockchain 
conventions to be limited and 
made effortlessly available to the 
Chinese improvement group and 
endeavor clients 

Created Korbit, Bitthumb 
etc.and joined R3 CEV 

Benchmarking Learning Japan’s Blockchain studies Japan and US Blockchain studies 
Japan, US and China’s 
Blockchain Studies 

 Best Practice 
Major Bitcoin companies are in 
United State 
Smart Contract 

China mines bitcoin the most in 
the world  

The second place in volume of 
digital currencies traded: 
Bithumb   

Convergence Mixing 
Blockchain Technology and 
Healthcare Industries  

Focusing on gathering major 
Blockchain finance based startup 
businesses  

Number of O2O ’Online to 
Offline’ business increases 

 Synergy 
The healthcare sector will have the 
opportunity to innovate 

Strong in Blockchain based on 
Finance industry 

Online gaming market it getting 
bigger. 

Dedication Diligence 
Created Bitlicense: Digital 
currencies related regulation 

Proposed Regulation: Digital 
currencies 

Trying to introduce regulations 
on digital currencies 

 Goal Oriented 
ROR: Role of Responsibility. 
Insurance companies on Digital 
currencies start to come up,  

Controlling, overseeing, or issuing 
a virtual money 

In a middle of consideration 
about new regulation.  
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 IV. Conclusion 
 

Majority of people judge South Korea’s Fintech Business is unclear in 

the future. However, current status of South Korea’s Bitcoin and Blockchain 

based business are rapidly increasing and South Korea is following the trend 

like United State and China. , Through ABCD model, Korea has 

competitiveness business strategy in O2O (online to offline) market by utilizing 

IT skills.  

Firstly, in case of Sotuh Korea, Korea has developed more on 

Blockchain related business than Bitcoin. China has established “Wancloud”, 

Chinese own Cloud funding system, so that Chinese government is in the 

control of fintech not United State or Europe’s. . In South Korea, government is 

not that open to build its own cloud funding programs so that Korea joined R3 

CEV Consortium created by United State to be not behind.   

Secondly, United stated bring the sources from Japan for its 

blockchain based business, China followed United States and then South 

Korea role modeled China. This means South Korea is holding three kinds of 

characteristics. United State has the most volume f bitcoin traded, China is 

mining the most in the world, and Japan is working on Blockchain 3.0 right now. 

Surprisingly Korea has the second most volume of bitcoin transaction because 

of Smart Contract technology development. Also, South Korea is in the step of 

mining by itself.  
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Thirdly, United Stated is mixing Blockchain technology with Health 

Care industry, China is focusing on Finance Industry only and South Korea is 

developing O2O industry to strengthen with online market. Now days, South 

Korea has developed the most in O2O business with various techniques and 

technologies. Especailly, Korea has shown gaming industry has developed the 

most. Furthermore, one of the technologies that Korea has developed is 

needed for United States’ health care industry so that United Sates is in the 

progress of working with South Korea.  

Lastly, United States, on June 8, 2017, the House of Representatives of 

the United States held a virtual currency hearing. They are concerned about 

the possibility of using virtual money for terrorism. Virtual money, especially 

dark coins, are not necessarily available for use in super-national crime 

syndicates such as IS, drugs and child pornography, using their untraceable 

possibilities. United State is really active about suggesting new regulations. 

Moreover, related to the tax issue on digital currencies, on May 31, 2017, an 

American senator submitted a Financial Washing Prevention Bill demanding 

monitoring for virtual currency. However, this requires several steps.  

1. " financial institutions ", the definition includes " all virtual currency 

exchanges and tumblers, " and the definition of " virtual currency 

holders, complementary people, and receiver " legislation. 

2. Although it is not known exactly, the bitcone and other virtual 
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currencies are prescribed to be closer to the " monetary means " if the 

bill is passed. 

3. In addition to regulations, it also includes information about the digital 

currency policies provided by the United States Department of 

Homeland Security and the Border Protection (CBP). The specifics will 

cover how to detect prepaid access devices and digital currency when 

crossing borders and through ports of entry. It is expected to take a 

long time to pass since we expect the bill to take 18 months to pass on 

the surface. 

Also, each states have its own regulation such as Businesses with virtual 

money services will be subject to this Act, have a clear definition of encrypted 

currency, various public requirements for consumer information are included 

and more. This show how active and positive about developing in both Bitcoin 

and Blockchain.  

Chinese government introduced regulations to put them in the center so 

that it is easier for them to control. China makes it illegal to publish and 

distribute both virtual currency. Chinese financial authorities imposed direct 

regulations in September, judging that virtual currency is misused for multI-step 

sales or illicit funds. However, the People`s Bank of China is making its own 

electronic currency that can be controlled at the government level. Furthermore, 

Wanxiang group made a big declaration to build a city based on Blockchain 
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technology, and he said he would spend 200 billion yuan, or about 33.4 trillion 

won, over seven years, and the Chinese government had a detailed goal of 

promoting such a large-scale project. 

As it shown above, Korean government need to take positive position on 

Bitcoin and Blockchain. If not, South Korea need to customize its own platform 

like China. The main reason why South Korea cannot customize its own 

regulation or new platform is that Korea tries to combine both American and 

Chinese regulation and creating new platform. China and United States have 

different approaches. To maximize the strength of O2O business for South 

Korea, it is better to follow Chinese government style that government support 

with this industry. Most of the O2O companies ' attention is on whether or not 

the Kakao Talk, the major conglomerates represented by the group, entered 

the market. They say that small startup businesses will likely fail if they only 

reach the stage when they are hungry. Moreover, it is likely to enter the home 

cleaning business. With government support like China, Korea can get 

financial benefits with uncountable amount with competitiveness business 

strategy. 
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